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(AFP) - Indonesian artist Wayan Suardana was born in a place
called PDEFRAAKAH, in the Indonesian province of North

Sumatra. The place is a village in Sei Monad district of North
Sumatra. He started his career in Indonesia in the 1970s, but

came to prominence in the 1990s when he became a leader of
the New Order movement. The term New Order is defined in
the 1960s in Indonesia by President Suharto as a phrase to

describe the military rule until he resigned in 1998. He was the
only one of six children to survive. His mother died when he

was still in the secondary school, and he left his father's house
when he was 19. In the 1980s, he moved to a seedy apartment

on the Upper Floor of Jl Pemuda No. 9, Kuningan, South
Jakarta. "In Jakarta there is a man, but he is my friend. It's a

part of my life," he said in an interview with The Jakarta Post in
December, 2001. "He was 18 years older, but he was a person
who taught me a lot. He made me be more mature." "He was a
revolutionary because he only wanted freedom to work. He did
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not care about the money. "He's very honest. He does not lie.
It is beyond the world of politeness." Wayan said he did not
want to be political artist during that period. "When you talk

about revolution, the nature of art is not political. I see it as a
separation." "When we talk about the revolution, it sounds

scary. That's why I don't want to talk about it. "Although I did
not start using oil as my medium, I have shared it. The

revolution happened when I was 17." He explained that he
chose artists who were survivors of the revolution, war and the

death of the previous generation. "It's easier for me to
understand the hardships they've gone through if I have had

similar experiences.
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Netzwerk A2 Arbeitsbuch A: I did not check the specific
question, but got the same problem when I tried to run the

script. I am guessing you also encounter the same problem. It
is related to netzwerk-a2-arbeitsbuch.pdf which is missing in
my drive. I tried to download the file here and I had the same
problem and also it took a lot of time to download! Looks like
the file has been removed by the owner. The file exists in the
same directory in other users. Regards A: It's all about status

updates. I was also trying to download this file and it was
eventually deleted by the owner. So, this also happens to you.

Go to this site: Click on the DOWNLOAD button Click on the
download button in the download file and wait until it is
completed You should get a message saying you have

complete the file. Click on OK Remember this file may be
removed by the owner if it is not put in your system while
downloading it. So better be careful while downloading.

Otherwise, this problem would keep on happening. Q: Mysql
index on unique key I'm looking at the best way to create an
index with a unique key in MySQL. I have a database with a
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table with lots of repeating data. Eg. www.domain.com/page1
www.domain.com/page2 www.domain.com/page3 etc I know I
could just create a normal index on a VARCHAR column which

would speed up the process, but I have a series of tables which
have some unique columns, that if they have the same values
as some other row in the table they should be deleted, but I
can't think how I would create this index. A field in the index
could not be deleted, but I'm not certain that unique index

would be good for this, because if a row with the same values
was inserted it would not be marked as a duplicate. What's the
best way to go about this? A: There is a way to do it with your

key: add a unique index, drop the column(s) that make
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